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Technical Solution Design Principles
Enable Fast Adoption and Quick ROI  
for Industry 4.0 Deployments
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The Open Industry 4.0 Alliance: It is aimed at bringing together leading 
companies in the engineering, industrial automation, software, hardware 
and services industries to collaborate and support operators of intelligent 
assets to drive faster adoption of industry 4 .0 processes by providing  
an interoperable end to end solutions of alliance members .

1. Background 

Open Industry 4.0 alliance is aiming to enable the digital transformation required to advance the principles of   
Industry 4.0 – for Manufacturing (process and discrete industry automation) and logistics processes (warehouse 
automation).	Companies	large,	medium	and	small	are	finding	that	the	intelligent	asset	(equipment/devices/ 
machines/sensors)	integration	and	optimization	of	business	processes	is	being	stifled	by	the	complexity	of	 
engaging	with	multiple	asset	manufacturers,	a	plethora	of	IIOT/Industry	4.0	software	providers	(IOT	platforms	 
and	solutions)	and	requirements	for	multiple	OT/IT	services	providers.	In	addition,	customers’	(operators)	 
inherent	challenges	involving	brownfield	assets,	network,	connectivity	and	firewall	access	concerns	within	their	
manufacturing	and	warehouse	facilities.	Complicated	further	by	the	diversity	of	asset	providers	defining	their	own	
IIOT	solutions	and	the	constant	debate	over	data	ownership.	All	these	factors	have	one	effect,	they	undermine	 
industry	4.0	adoption,	slow	the	realization	of	projected	benefits	and	erode	the	return	of	investment.	

Thus, the genesis for The Open Industry 4.0 Alliance: It is aimed at bringing together leading companies in the  
engineering, industrial automation, software, hardware and services industries to collaborate and support operators 
of intelligent assets to drive faster adoption of industry 4.0 processes by providing an interoperable end to end  
solutions of alliance members. For more details on Open Industry 4.0 Alliance, please request a copy of alliance 
white paper. 

This white paper is focused on helping readers understand in detail the Open Industry 4.0 solution reference  
architecture framework for interoperability. It provides a dive deep into key design principles of its members  
defined	and	supported	end	to	end	solutions	that	help	drive	customer	(operator)	success.	

mailto:Info%40openindustry4.com?subject=Alliance%20White%20Paper%20Request
mailto:Info%40openindustry4.com?subject=Alliance%20White%20Paper%20Request
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2.  Deep Dive into Open Industry 4.0 –  
Solution Building Blocks and Reference  
Architecture Framework 

The Open industry 4.0 alliance solution reference architecture for interoperability takes into consideration the  
following key elements: 

These architectural characteristics consider the detailed viewpoints that need to be addressed for an optimal 
framework	that	will	enable	customer	(operator)	benefits.	These	viewpoints	can	be	classified	into	the	following	
categories:

All	Open	Industry	4.0	alliance	solutions	are	subject	to	an	approval	process	based	on	Framework	of	pre-defined	design	
principles.	These	are	designed	to	enable	interoperability	and	give	customers	an	option	to	retain	their	existing	IT/OT	
investments. It also brings about the trust that an approved set of technical solutions will be able to deliver the  
required	standardization	to	enable	faster	adoption	of	the	customers	Industry	4.0	goals.	All	Alliance	approved	 
solutions and hardware will be listed on market place directory. It is mandatory for a solution provider to be a  
member of Open Industry 4.0 Alliance.

•  Typical use cases by industry segment and processes 
that deliver customer value 

•  Mitigates the physical topology, technology, security 
and	landscape	challenges	within	plants/factories	 
and warehouses for improved time to value

•  Provides interoperability of solutions provided by  
alliance members to enable rapid adoption and  
accelerate return for the operators

Operators’ business value expectations
•  Address the needs of business stakeholders,  
desired	value	and	objectives	for	undertaking	a	 
digital	transformation	journey

•  Broad range of applications that breakdown IT system 
and Operational Technology boundaries to help  
process	optimization	and	/	or	enable	new	business	
models

Modularity and E2E solution
•  Modular coverage of comprehensive functional, 

technical, security and landscape architecture 

•  Common asset model repository, semantics and  
collaboration between manufacturers and operators

•  Broad Alliance ecosystem to collaborate with  
collective	expertise	and	provide	industry	4.0	 
solutions and applications 

•  Meet	end	to	end	and	standards-based	technical 
needs for connectivity, data management, analytics, 
process integration, security, data trust, and  
hardware infrastructure

User	adoption
•  Deliver	an	intuitive	user	experience	to	simplify	 

processes and facilitate change management  
with new and improved ways of doing things

•  Provide	an	online	network	and	In-app	collaboration	 
to	consume	latest	asset	specific	contents	from	 
manufacturers (OEM)

Ease and speed of implementation
•  Easy onboarding of assets 

• Common data semantics for faster app development

•  Cohesive	service	offerings	for	successful	deployment	
from multiple OT and IT service providers
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HIGH-LEVEL	OPEN	INDUSTRY	4.0	ALLIANCE	DESIGN	PRINCIPLE	– ONE AND OPEN

Fig 1: One and Open

2.1  Introducing the Open Industry 4.0 Alliance  
Framework of Solution Design Principles: 

ONE Data Semantics and Asset Network

ONE asset repository

ONE attitude to data custodianship

ONE unified	approach	to	security

ONE Marketplace directory

ONE Alliance –  meaning “no one is dominant”  
– everyone has a say 

OPEN to all types & bands of equipment 

OPEN to all manufacturers & operators 

OPEN	to	run	on	major	hyperscalers

OPEN  to all integrators and software 
providers

OPEN  to	fair	rules-based	collaboration	 
across the network

OPEN to embrace Industry 4.0 standards

The Principle of “ONE” provides the framework for design principle of solutions that will be provided by  
members of this alliance and applies for the following:

The Principle of “OPEN” applies for the alliance:

The alliance is deemed open along several critical dimensions as listed in the picture above. These enables  
compatibility with all brands and type of assets, manufacturers, system integrators and also operators. Most  
importantly	open	to	data	custodianship	and	establishing	a	trust-based	interoperable	solution	offering	owned,	 
delivered and supported by members of the alliance which represent a critical mass for our customers (operators).

•  One data semantics and asset network: common  
semantics models across the solution stack for  
data interoperability, faster development of IIOT  
applications	by	alliance	members	and	simplified	 
master data management. 

•  One asset repository: Alliance OEM members will  
provide readily available assets in the system to  
enable collaboration and plug & play onboarding.

•		One	defined		data	custodianship	giving		customers	 
the	full	flexibility	of	defining	where	their	data	resides,	
its ownership and an ability to share data with  
governing rules that comply to data privacy needs.

•  One approach to security which fully enables  
customers to ensure the security of the solution, data, 
network needed for plants, factories and warehouse. 

•  One Market place directory: One directory for listing  
all Alliance approved solutions.

•  One Alliance: A coalition of companies with equal  
say, not dominated by any member, enabling  
development of the best solutions for customers.  
Solutions provided by members of this alliance will  
be interoperable.
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SOLUTION	BUILD	BLOCKS

Level 0

Fig 2: Solution Building Blocks Framework

2.2  Introduction to the Open Industry 4.0  
Alliance Reference Architecture Framework:
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Level 1

Fig 3: The Open Industry 4.0 Alliance Solution 
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The building blocks of the end to end technical solution is divided into 4 key categories:

The	building	blocks	of	the	architecture	are	modular	and	provide	full	flexibility	for	customers	to	define	shop	floor	 
hardware	infrastructure	needs	for	Edge	gateways	and/or	micro	data	center	(with	or	without	virtualization)	strategies.	

This	solution	architecture	framework	is	conceptualized	keeping	in	mind	key	industry	4.0	standards	and	protocols.	 
A summary of in scope standards and protocols by industry segments are listed below – this is however not limited 
and	subject	to	change	and	evolution:	

Fig 4: Embracing Industry 4.0 Standard and Protocols

Standards Process Industry 
Segment

Discrete Industry/
Logistics LoB

OPC	UA  

eClass 

Common	Data	Dictionary	IEC	61987 

HART, Wireless HART, HART IP 

Profibus,	Profinet  

Verwaltungschale  

Namur 

Foundation Fieldbus 

Automation ML 

IO Link  

EtherNet IP 

EtherCAT 

MQTT  

umati 

IEC	61987-1

Verwaltungsschale im 
Detail: Von der Idee zum 
implementierbaren	Konzept

The	solutions	&	platform	offering	as	mentioned	earlier	are	subject	to	an	approval	process	based	on	pre-defined	
design principles meant to ensure Industry 4.0 process support.

• Open Edge Connectivity

• Open Edge Computing

• Open Operator Cloud Platform

• Common Cloud Platform
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2.3.1  OPEN EDGE CONNECTIVITY: 

DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR INTEROPERABILITY AS OPEN INDUSTRY 4.0 ALLIANCE APPROVED 
SOLUTION – OPEN EDGE CONNECTIVITY

2.3   Open Industry 4.0 Alliance Proposal for  
Solution Building Blocks Deep Dive &  
Detailed Building Block Design Principles:

Edge	connectivity	is	an	open	offering	offered	by	members	of	the	alliance	to	enable	connectivity	to	devices,	 
equipment	and	control	systems,	to	covert	the	raw	sensor	data	formats	from	a	defined	protocol	into	a	digital	format	 
compatible	for	edge	computing.	Depending	on	the	offering	and	protocol	needs	it	may	be	a	separate	software	 
application	and	hardware	or	part	of	an	edge	computing	hardware	/	gateway.	The	core	intent	is	to:

Enable	green	field	or	brownfield	connectivity	 
scenarios for: 

•		Device	/	equipment	(asset)	Identification

•  Data conversion to compatible Open Edge  
Computing platforms (e.g. MQTT, OPC UA, etc.)

•  Local diagnostics

For	connectivity	of	brownfield	devices	with	analog	
protocols: 

•   Enable conversion of Analog to digital protocols  
e.g. using HART or IO Link

Fig 5: Open Edge Connectivity – Design Principles

Open Edge 
Connectivity1

QPC UA, MQTT, TCP/IP

Physical Things

OPC UA SERVER HART IO LINK PROFIBUS PROFINET MODBUS ETHERCAT ...

Machines, Compounds, PLCs, Vehicles, Gateways, Devices, Sensors & Actuators, Historians

1. Connectivity Edge Gateways can be multiple by industry segments as 
offered by Open Industry 4.0 Alliance members or sourced by customers 
externally.

2. Objective of Open Industry 4.0 Alliance Open Edge Connectivity 
solutions from members are:

• Enable green field or brownfield scenarios with:
• Device/equipment (asset) identification
• While inputs to edge connectivity follows existing protocols 

and set up of device, output should be Ethernet based.
• Data conversion compatible to Open Edge Computing  

(e.g. MQTT, OPC UA, etc.)

• For connectivity of brownfield devices with analog protocols: 
Enable conversion of analog devices to communicate with digital 
protocols e.g. using HART or IO-Link.

3. Open Industry 4.0 Alliance does not define prescriptive criteria solution 
to be Open Industry 4.0 Alliance approved for Open Edge Connectivity.

Open Edge 
Computing2

Open Manufacturers 
Cloud Platform

Common 
Cloud Central

Open Operator
Cloud Platform

Open Edge Connectivity

Physical Things

4

3

1
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Edge	computing	provides	local	data	processing	and	an	applications	platform	for	plant	operators	/	supervisory	/	
warehouse users for real time insights into operational performance statistics. Edge computing is an emerging trend 
that	provides	direct	access	to	applications	for	the	users	/	operators	of	the	machines.	Depending	on	the	use	case,	
edge computing may not be needed, and data can be directly ingested into the Cloud.

An open Edge Computing layer is envisioned as follows:

1.  Docker container platform: This platform provides 
edge hardware along with basic life cycle  
management capabilities. For example:

•			Edge	admin	/	configuration	/	container	updates

•  Message bus

•  Runtime health monitoring

•  Edge security and data storage

2.  Additional features that the open edge computing 
platform will have are:

•  A protocol adapter, 

•   Data aggregation based on operator cloud  
“Thing Model”

•			Edge	configuration	inherited	from	operator	 
cloud platform

Fig 6: Open Edge Computing – Modular Capabilities

Open Edge 
Computing

Connectivity Data Processing

Protocol Adapter
Data Aggregation

Other Docker Containers (Customer and Partners)

Docker Container Platform

Data Filtering

Analytics

... Customer Apps

Analytics Models

Applications
Edge Admin/ Configuration/

Container updates

Runtime Health Monitoring 
for Edge Containers

Data Storage*

Message Bus

Security

Device Auto-Discovery 

Edge Configuration

Edge App/Data 
Visualization

(OPCUA, FTP...)2

MQTTS, HTTPS...

QPC UA, MQTT, TCP/IP

Open Services/APIOI4 Docker Container

2.3.2  OPEN EDGE COMPUTING: 
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Edge	computing	offering	shall	have	an	edge	to	cloud	connector	specific	make	of	operator	cloud	platform.	This	edge	to	
cloud	connector	should	enable	bi-directional	communication	in	the	form	of:

Infrastructure	/	Hardware: Edge computing will be open to customer infrastructure needs. It shall provide options  
for	one	per	production	cell	/	area	or	centralized	within	the	micro	data	center	in	the	plant,	factory	or	warehouse.	

Design	principles	for	Edge	Computing	Platform:	The key design principles for an approved Edge computing are:

Fig 7: Open Edge Computing – Design Principles

1. Foundation of Edge Computing operating system is preferred to be a 
dockerized container platform for flexibility and enabler for interoperability 
of services from multiple vendors, it should also comprise of: 

• Basic life cycle management capability
• Edge Admin/Configuration/Container updates
• Runtime Health monitoring for Edge Containers

• Data storage
• Messaging bus with orchestration capability for additional containers 

developed by alliance members
• Security

2. Additional basic capabilities and services to support foundation operating 
system:

• Multiple Protocol Adapters
• Data Aggregation

3. Interoperability & tight integration with certified operator cloud including 
edge configuration

4. Alliance Members can provide their own additional docker containers 
e.g. edge applications, analytics, data filters, device auto discovery & 
onboarding, integration services for backend system, data lakes and etc.

Open Edge 
Computing2

Common 
Cloud Central

Open Operator
Cloud Platform

Open Edge 
Connectivity

4

3

1

Open Manufacturers 
Cloud Platform

Physical Things

•  Inherited technical semantics of asset model from  
operatorcloud	platform/asset	repository

•		Certificates	from	device	management	in	the	cloud	
platform for secure communication

•  New containers of services (e.g. Edge apps) is  
envisioned to have deployment service from  
operator cloud to Edge computing platform

•		Bidirectional	data	flow	of	sensors	/	device	data	 
from edge to cloud and command receiving from  
operator cloud platform to edge.
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The Open Industry 4.0 Alliance gives customers a choice of operator cloud platforms (as IIOT platform). The  
guiding design principles for Open Industry 4.0 Alliance approved Operator cloud platforms are those designed for 
enabling	a	trust-based	environment	which	would	also	provide	consistent	e2e	interoperability	and	achieves	the	goal	
of faster adoption.

The operator cloud as an IIOT platform should have all basic technical capabilities e.g. secure device and big data 
management,	application	enablement	tools,	analytics	/	ML	capabilities,	e2e	security	concepts,	user	management	
etc.,	as	depicted	in	the	solution	building	blocks	in	fig	2.

Fig 8: Open Operator Cloud – Modular Capabilities

Fig 9: Open Operator Cloud – Design Principles

Open Operator
Cloud Platform**

Technical Device Model

Device Management, 
Provisioning and Diagnostic
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3
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR INTEROPERABILITY AS OPEN INDUSTRY 4.0 ALLIANCE APPROVED 
SOLUTION – OPEN OPERATOR CLOUD 

Open to multiple operator cloud providers conforming to Open Industry 4.0 Alliance 
design principles:

1. Key Design Principles for an Open Industry 4.0 Alliance approved Operator Cloud are:
• Should adopt semantics model and integration with Asset Central
• Basic foundation IOT capabilities

• Device management and security (certificate management)
• Technical Thing Modeler and data streaming
• User management and permission management
• Development framework for members to develop and deploy Industry 4.0 applications

• Interoperable with one of the Open Industry 4.0 Alliance approved Edge 
Computing Platform

• Consideration for end to end security with data encryption, certificates 
handling and etc.

2. Data Sharing approach – Cloud to cloud integration should be compliant with 
industrial dataspace specification

3. Additional Services (optional) such: Business process integration, ML/AI, Data 
Analytics and Asset Onboarding for plug and play in conjunction with Edge 
Computing Platform

Open Edge 
Computing2

Open Manufacturers 
Cloud Platform

Common 
Cloud Central

Open Operator
Cloud Platform

Open Edge 
Connectivity

Physical Things

4

3

1

2.3.3  OPEN OPERATOR CLOUD: 

In addition, for the operator’ cloud platform choice to meet the vision of the Open Industry 4.0 Alliance  
solution reference architecture framework, the following design principles must be adhered to.
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Open Industry 4.0 Alliance mandates cloud central usage as the main interoperability component by using asset  
central	to	create	a	standardized	semantic	model.	This	enables	adoption	of	common	data	semantics	both	in	the	 
operator	cloud	and	edge	computing	layer.	It	also	helps	to	standardize	and	simplify	application	development	efforts.

In addition, common cloud central provides an asset collaboration platform for operators and OEMs (manufacturers) 
and	a	centralized	market	place	for	listing	applications	&	container	services	offered	by	Open	Industry	4.0	Alliance	
members.

Fig 10: Common Cloud Platform – Modular Capabilities

Fig 11: Open Cloud Platform – Modular Capabilities Description
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**Cloud or private managed cloud

Physical Things

ERP, CRM/PLM...          Legacy Systems        Data Lake

Operator IT Backend

Open 
Operator 
Cloud 
Platform**

Technical Device Model

Device Management, 
Provisioning & Diagnostic

User & Permission 
Management/Security

Cloud Apps (Customers and Apps)

Remote 
Management Container Registry

Stream Processing Payment Metering

Data Storage ...

Solution UX

Data Streaming

Developer Tools

Asset Central

Asset Repository & Modeling 
(Standards Based)

Asset Schema

Relationship Repository 
& Modeling

Open Services/API

Asset Intelligence Network

Digital Twin

Content Repository & 
   Related App Store

Collaboration

Open Services/API

Open API
 & 

Integration 
Services

Open API

3

Cloud Gateway

Open Services/API
OI4 Docker Container

Secure Cloud to Edge Connector

OPC UA SERVER HART IO LINK PROFIBUS PROFINET MODBUS ETHERCAT ...

Machines, Compounds, PLCs, Vehicles, Gateways, Devices, Sensors & Actuators, Historians

Firewall

C
lo

ud
Sh

op
flo

or

Factory

Plant

Warehouse

IN SUMMARY OPEN INDUSTRY 4.0 ALLIANCE SOLUTION BUILDING BLOCK FOR CLOUD  
CENTRAL WILL ENABLE USE OF COMMON ASSET MODEL AND SEMANTICS ACROSS ALL  
LAYERS OF SOLUTION REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE. 

1. Marketplace: Provides library of all member services

2. Asset Central:
• This is common Open Industry 4.0 Alliance offering for standard 

based asset modelling

• Provides open APIs for asset semantics and APIs for integration 
to open operator clouds

3. Asset Intelligence Network:

• Secure and rule based collaboration between Manufacturers (OEMs) 
and Operators

• Ready repository of assets digital twins and contents of all OEM 
members (Critical mass of OEMs for customers)

• Content marketplace for members to monetize contents

• Integration to backend Asset Management Systems for master 
data onboarding

Open Edge 
Computing2

Open Manufacturers 
Cloud Platform

Common 
Cloud Central

Open Operator
Cloud Platform

Open Edge 
Connectivity

Physical Things

4

3

1

2.3.4  COMMON CLOUD CENTRAL: 

In	summary	Open	Industry	4.0	Alliance	Cloud	Central	provides	standardization	across	all	layer	of	solution	 
reference architecture.
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Open	Industry	4.0	Alliance	members	are	committed	to	bring	their	collective	expertise	to	develop	high	value	use	
case-based	applications	for	customers.	The	offerings	will	continue	to	be	expanded	as	new	members	join	the	alliance.	
The	existing	list	of	member	offerings	enable	many	of	the	use	cases	for	customers	to	get	the	digital	transformation	
journey	started.	Please	reach	out	to	Open	Industry	4.0	Alliance	(request a copy of capability matrix)  for detailed  
information	of	collective	members	offerings	and	capability	matrix.

3.  Open Industry 4.0 Alliance Members  
Offerings and Use-Cases:

3.1   PRODUCT & SERVICE OFFERING FROM ALLIANCE: 

Process and Discrete Industry Use Cases: Please refer to Appendix for more details.

As	manufacturing	companies	feel	greater	pressure	from	the	market	to	innovate	rapidly,	support	highly-variable	 
product	configuration	demand	and	compress	their	time	to	market,	they	must	instill	Industry	4.0	driven	intelligence	
and	automation	into	their	operations.	Customer	feedback	has	confirmed	the	value	proposition	of	the	proposed	 
Open Industry 4.0 Alliance approach to address their current challenges in digital transformation and IIOT adoption. 

The solution reference architecture for interoperability and underlying members applications and technologies  
are	designed	to	mitigate	real	word	challenges	faced	by	customers	in	their	industry	4.0	digital	transformation	journey.

For more information on the Open Industry 4.0 Alliance or to explore membership opportunities,  
please contact: Info@openindustry4.com

4.  Use Cases and How Product Offerings are  
Leveraged

5. Summary & Closing Remarks

mailto:Info%40openindustry4.com?subject=Alliance%20White%20Paper%20Request
mailto:Info%40openindustry4.com?subject=Open%20Industry%204.0%20Alliance
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The table below provides a comprehensive view of high value use cases and interoperable modular solutions as it 
pertains to discrete industry (automotive) manufacturing processes. In future Open Industry 4.0 Alliance members 
will	also	publish	more	use	cases	for	other	sub-segment	of	discrete	manufacturing	industry	customers.	The	chart	 
below provides an illustration of:

6.  Appendix

6.1 DISCRETE INDUSTRY USE CASE:

•  Stakeholder: Depending on the end user stakeholder 
use	cases	in	the	discrete	industry	differ.	The	 
example	highlighted	below	focuses	on	three	key	 
manufacturing	personas,	viz:	factory	IT,	factory	 
maintenance, factory manufacturing leads.

•   Customer	Challenge/Use	Cases: Based on the  
extensive	industry	experience	of	alliance	members	 
we	have	identified	key	customer	challenges	that	 
can best be solved with our approach. 

•  Interoperable Solution Modules: Each customer will 
focus on their own areas for improvements based on 
individual	priorities	and	context.	Open	industry	4.0	 
Alliance	members	offered	modular	and	interoperable	
solution	provides	customers	flexibility	and	choice.

Interoperable Solution Modules

Stakeholder Customer Challenge/Use Cases Edge Data 
Federation Dashboarding

Asset Management 
including Condition 

Monitoring

Remote 
Maintenance

Predictive 
Maintenance

Predictive/
Scriptive 
Quality

Simulation 
Engineering

Analytics 
Services

Factory IT

I want to onboard new things on 
shop	floor	superfast	&	standard  
I want to selective share data in 
a safe & secure manner with my 
machine builders



Factory 
Maintenance

I want help to solve problems on  
my own – Diagnostics and ability  
to step by step service – knowledge 
based service

 

I want to get help from machine 
builder asap when my machine is 
down



I want to download and upload 
latest	firmware/machine	updates	
and	proactive	notification	of	latest	
upgrades



Manufacturing

I want to benchmark and get  
reason for performance degradation  
Product Quality & Warranty: I want 
to have a digital twin of end product 
from design to operate life cycle



I want to simulate cell and line and 
factory design 
I want to avoid systematic error 
by having all information of plant 
assets in one place and get a 
visibility – example: maintenance 
guy puts in non-conforming parts 
during maintenance

 

Global Head –   
Manufacturing

Dashboarding:	High/Detail	level	
X-plant Visibility and overall 
performance – Top Floor view



Dashboarding:	Alerting:	If/before	
there is problem severe enough  
that I need to know immediately



Where do I have bottlenecks &  
problem beyond connected 
machines	-	leveling	of	machine/ 
plan capacities across plants
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To	precisely	define	the	process	industry	is	a	challenge.	Besides,	apart	from	the	diversity	that	industry	and	product	
introduce,	the	scope	varies	widely	between	existing	brownfield	environments	where	plants	have	been	in	operation	
for	50+	years	to	greenfield	plants	equipped	with	the	latest	technologies.	There	are	a	few	common	characteristics	
that hold true for many plants. Once the plant is in operation (MRO) it becomes challenging to make changes  
even	if	they	help	optimize	the	process.	This	is	often	due	to	the	risk	involved	in	changing	an	environment	that	 
encompasses proprietary solutions across numerous vendors. Security and regulatory guidelines also need to  
be	considered	as	part	of	any	change	process.	In	such	a	conservative	environment,	it	is	a	challenge	to	realize	 
optimal	plant	performance	by	leveraging	the	full	potential	that	intelligent	assets	and	equipment	have	to	offer.

The result is hundreds of data islands distributed throughout each plant, each creating its own fragmented (and 
sometimes	conflicting)	view	of	the	process.	Historically	the	only	way	to	achieve	this	has	been	with	a	significant	 
investment	in	both	time	and	resources	to	bridge	all	the	gaps	that	vendor	specific	solution	created.	What	is	needed	 
is	a	seamless	end-to-end	view	that	spans	across	Operational	Technology	(OT)	and	Information	Technology	(IT).	 
Only	with	this	level	of	transparency,	is	anyone	truly	able	to	make	fact-based	decisions.

The	Open	Industry	4.0	Alliance	members	address	these	challenges	by	offering	the	following	solutions:

How does the Open Industry 4.0 Alliance impact operators and manufacturers/OEMs?

As	an	asset	progresses	through	the	stages	in	its	lifecycle,	its	specific	data	model	(i.e.	the	schema	of	data	it	can	 
provide)	need	to	be	known	before	its	data	potential	can	be	realized.	In	the	Open	Industry	4.0	Alliance	solution	 
reference	architecture,	new	assets	present	their	identifier	(serial	number)	to	a	central	cloud-based	asset	registry	
(across vendors) so the matching data model and latest master data can be downloaded and applied. This ensures 
that	all	available	asset	data	is	accessible,	and	that	master	data	information	is	correct	and	complete	-	all	without	
manual interventions.

Once	installed,	knowledge	of	assets	in	the	field	slowly	starts	to	decline.	Lifecycle	events	(calibrations,	maintenance,	
replacements) are often locked in data silos and are not tracked over time. As a result, critical information is not 
available when it is needed, and assets are not replaced or maintained at optimal intervals. The end result is often  
reduced	overall	equipment	efficiency	(OEE),	increased	total	cost	of	ownership	(TCO),	product	quality	can	even	 
be	put	at	risk.	With	Open	Industry	4.0	Alliance’s	operator	to	manufacturer/OEM	data	exchange	platform,	all	the	 
information	across	an	asset’s	lifecycle	can	be	securely	exchanged	between	operators	and	manufacturers/OEMs.	 
Asset	lifecycle	information	helps	manufacturers/OEMs	improve	their	products,	and	manufacturer/OEM	data	 
(master	data,	documentation,	manuals	etc.)	enables	operators	to	manage	these	assets.	This	information	exchange	
even	facilitates	the	transition	to	alternate	business	models,	where	operator’s	and	supplier’s	value	chains	are	more	
tightly integrated. 

The	process	industry	is	at	a	critical	junction.	It	has	an	opportunity	to	embrace	all	the	benefits	that	digitalization	has	
to	offer.	

Lack	of	standardization,	complexity	and	missing	manufacturer/OEM	-	operator	collaboration,	still	pose	hurdles	that	
need to be overcome. 

Open	Industry	4.0	Alliance	offers	operators	and	manufacturers/OEMs	alike	an	opportunity	to	do	exactly	that.	This	
alliance has the huge potential to make widespread, secure data accessibility and data driven innovation a reality.

6.2  PROCESS INDUSTRY USE CASE: 

•		Automated	asset	on-boarding	and	data	modelling	 
in	multi-vendor	plants.

•		Standardized	asset	management	across	vendors	 
via digital twin technology across the complete plant 
life-cycle.

•		Insights	and	data-driven	optimization	powered	by	 
Artificial	Intelligence	and	Machine	Learning.

•		A	standards-based	collaboration	platform	that	 
enables plant operators, vendors, skid builders and 
service	providers	to	exchange	knowledge	and	domain	
expertise	thereby	developing	new	value	sources.	

•  Enable new business models to drive connected  
value chains.

•  Close the feedback loop for assets by using individual 
product usage patterns as a source of improvements.
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Asset: This is high level term used for equipment, devices, sensors machines, etc. which are used in manufacturing  
facilities or warehouse to support production or logistics processes

Operator: This	is	end	user	as	an	customer/owner	of	plant	or	factory	or	warehouse

Manufacturer (OEM): Manufacturer of an asset (OEMs = Own equipment manufacturer)

Asset Administration Shell: German Translation – Verwaltungschale

Open Edge Computing: Operator Edge computing platform

Open – Operator Cloud Platform: Operators IIOT platform

Common – Cloud Central: Central	cloud	asset	modeler	and	asset	network	offering	from	Open	Industry	4.0	Alliance	
members

Manufacturer’s Cloud: This	is	manufacturer’s	(aka:	OEM)	rendered	cloud	platform

Physical Things/Control Systems: This is a reference to assets (equipment, devices, sensors) in production or  
warehouse facilities. Control systems are operating technologies to support machine to machine automation e.g. 
PLCs, etc.

IT/OT: IT	=	Information	Technology	/	OT	=	Operational	Technology

GLOSSARY: 



www.openindustry4.com

http://www.openindustry4.com
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